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ABSTRACT

A great variety of tools are available for analysing
speech data, but few permit simultaneous annotation
of audio, articulatory and other modalities. Being
able to view several data modalities is key when
analysing speech production data. The Speech
Articulation ToolKIT (SATKIT) is a free open
source tool for analysing and annotating speech data
which aims to fill this gap. SATKIT has a command-
line interface for batch processing data, and a
Praat-like GUI for annotating articulatory and audio
data. SATKIT has been written in Python, which
it also uses as its scripting language. Modifying,
extending, and connecting to other systems uses
a well documented Python API. SATKIT already
includes algorithms which are aimed at making
analysing image based data – such as ultrasound –
easier. Using SATKIT does not require any paid
licenses, enhancing access to this type of annotation.
This paper provides an in-depth introduction to this
new tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, there is a great variety of tools available
for analysing speech data. To mention a few, we
have Praat [1] for annotating sound, and for example
for ultrasound and tongue contours we have AAA
[2] (which works with other modalities too), as
well as GetContours [3], SLURP in 2D and 3D
[4, 5], UltraTrace [6], WASL [7] among others.
The list can be continued with various tools for
analysing EMA data, and topped off with dedicated
software from many equipment manufacturers to
analyse data from their machines. Some of the
availble tools and programs are open source, but
none have the combination of being open source,
free to use (i.e. no costly licenses required),
with an easy-to-learn scripting language (such as
Python), and dimensionality reduction and time
domain annotation of the data.

It would seem that we should have a tool
available for easily segmenting not just audio data,
but articulatory modalities too. And that such a
tool would be easily scriptable, mesh well with
other analysis tools, and be extendable as well
as modifiable. Most software is not as handy as
Praat is with segmentation, but unfortunately Praat
really only analyses audio data, not to mention that
scripting Praat can be challenging, and integrating
with other tools like Python or R needs a step of
first saving the data into files such as TextGrids and
then reading them with the system used to process
them further. Good packages exist for using this
route [8], but closer integration is still missing. And
on the other hand, many of the tools available for
processing articulatory data are either proprietary
software (AAA) or rely on such - most prominently
on MATLAB (GetContours, SLURP, WASL).

2. INTRODUCING SATKIT

The Speech Articulation Toolkit (SATKIT) is a free
open source tool written in Python for analysing,
visualising, and annotating speech data. Our aim is
to provide a tool, which is intuitive to use via GUI,
command line interface, and scripting interface
alike.

SATKIT incorporates algorithms and metrics that
are aimed at making analysing image based data –
such as ultrasound – easier. It has a commandline
interface for batch processing of data, and a Praat-
like GUI for annotating articulatory and audio data.

SATKIT features a well documented Python API
for extending and customising the toolkit. SATKIT
has an object oriented structure which provides base
classes for representing data, for writing new metrics
to be applied to the data, and for representing
annotations. The code is extensively commented
and documented.

3. GUI

The SATKIT annotator GUI enables users to mark
single point annotations on data, perform textgrid



Figure 1: Annotating ultrasound data in SATKIT. Panels on the left from top to bottom are 1. peak normalised
PD of both the whole raw ultrasound image and the bottom half, 2. waveform, 3. spectrogram and 4. acoustic
boundaries read from a TextGrid. Right panels from top to bottom show widgets to switch between recordings and
save data, the interpolated ultrasound frame corresponding to the cursor (dotted light blue vertical line) position
within /a/, and a customisable metadata section here showing tongue position categories.

style annotations, and display of ultrasound frames
at selected points. An example single point
annotation with SATKIT is shown in Figure 1.
The annotation GUI is designed for fast manual
annotation of large numbers of recordings.

The initial TextGrid was populated with another
python tool called Computer Assisted Segmentation
Tool (CAST, available at https://github.com/giuthas/
cast) 1.

4. DATA PROCESSING

4.1. Data formats

SATKIT can read sound from wav files, ultrasound
tongue data exported from AAA (old and new
metadata formats as well as splines), 3D ultrasound
DICOM files, flow and sound data exported
from EVA, avi videos, and Praat TextGrids.
Internally data is represented with a layer of

abstraction between import functions and the
algorithms/metrics that are used to process and
plot the data. This makes the list of supported
formats readily expandable and the algorithm
implementations data format agnostic.

4.2. Algorithms and metrics

SATKIT includes several ways to process data.
Most of them provide ways of analysing complex
data – such as ultrasound videos – in time
without needing to examine the data frame-by-
frame. SATKIT includes Pixel Difference (PD) for
analysing over all change in an image sequence
[9, 10], Optic Flow (OF) for analysing direction
of local and/or global movement [11, 12, 13],
and a combination of eigentongue analysis and
discriminant analysis on ultrasound [14].



5. SATKIT CODEBASE

5.1. Design principles

SATKIT is built using object oriented programming.
We aim for a class structure which is intuitive to
use and easy to maintain: keep inheritance trees
shallow, separate data storage and functionality
when it makes sense. The core data classes
represent organisational concepts which are likely to
be mirrored by directories and files produced when
recording data.

5.2. Core data structures

5.2.1. Recording

The Recording class (Fig. 2) represents a single trial
from a single recording source. It has one or more
Modalities such as MonoAudio and RawUltrasound.
It also has metadata: participant, time of recording,
etc. and a TextGrid [1, 15].

Figure 2: Recording class and its components.

5.2.2. Data Modalities

Different types of data are represented as Modalities
derived from the base Modality class (Fig 3). The
derived Modality classes provide a represantation of
the specific qualities of a given data type.

Figure 3: Components and example subclasses of
Modality.

5.2.3. Derived Modalities

One of the main development goals SATKIT is to be
able to easily run different algorithms on recorded
data. The results of doing so are represented by

derived Modalities (Fig 4). After creation, there
is very little difference between the two Modality
types, which means that algorithms and plotting will
be as easy to run on derived data as on recorded data.

Figure 4: Derived data is represented by
subclasses of Modality, which also contain the
information on which other Modality class they
were derived from.

6. INSTALLING

SATKIT is available on GitHub. The installation
requires Python for running, and conda and mamba
for managing the required packages. More
detailed installation instructions are available in the
repository on GitHub. After installing Python, the
required python packages, and SATKIT either by
forking/cloning from github, SATKIT can be started
from the commandline. SATKIT runs on recent
operating systems (Linux, MacOS, Windows).

7. ROADMAP BEYOND SATKIT 1.0

7.1. Expanding beyond a single session

Datasets are generally speaking more complex then
just a single session and single speaker. To represent
this, SATKIT is going to get classes for Datasets,
Participants within a Dataset, and Sessions for
Participants (Fig 5). The Trial class represents a
multimodal recording that consists of one or more
Recordings where each Recording represents data
from a single data source such as AAA or an EMA
machine.

7.2. Expanding to new Modalities

In general, one of our aims is to make extending
SATKIT easy and to make it easy to use it with
or as part of other tools. Adding new modalities –
whether data modalities or new metrices represented
by derived modalities – is going to be a routine
thing with SATKIT. Writing a new data Modality
for SATKIT is a matter of defining the Modality
subclass and an importer to construct it. After doing



Figure 5: Hierarchy of database classes in
SATKIT versions 1.0 and 1.1 and some tentative
classes that potentially will become part of
SATKIT in a later version.

so the algorithms and GUI will be automatically able
to handle the new type of data.

While SATKIT does not generate tongue splines,
it will able to process them by version 1.1. This
will be done by implementing both a data Modality
for splines and different derived Modalities for
metrics from literature [16, 17, 18, 19]. Other data
Modalities that could be implemented depending on
user interest include MRI, EMA, and air flow data
from EVA and other systems.

7.3. Other possible improvements

The GUI will definitely be streamlined over time
as experience of using it points to good changes.
Already at this stage it is clear that an undo function
(with preferably an undo stack of more than one
command) is a necessity. Adding Praat-style support
of annotating data with IPA is easily supported by
the underlying data classes but requires a bit more
work on the GUI. Having an editable list of hotkeys
allowing users to customise how they work with the
GUI is another likely improvement in the not-too-
distant future.

Currently SATKIT is installed as a Python
package and a script. Having a stand-alone
executable would be desirable, but selecting the best
way to do this to provide multiplatform support
requires careful consideration and testing.

8. CONCLUSION

SATKIT is a useful, easy-to-use, freely available
tool. It is readily expandable to include new metrics
on various data modalities adding to the existing
ones for raw ultrasound and audio. We are interested

in growing the user community and integrating with
other tools and adding new functionality, while
keeping the API robust.
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